ABSTRACT. Mnesors are defined as elements of a semimodule over the min-plus integers. This two-sorted structure is able to merge graduation properties of vectors and idempotent properties of boolean numbers, which makes it appropriate for hybrid systems. We apply it to the control of an inverted pendulum and design a full logical controller, that is, without the usual algebra of real numbers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machines generally must be controlled or constrained to achieve a certain goal by a human pilot or by an automat which is called a controller. When constant action of the pilot is required, we call it continous control or, in the case of the automat, feedback control. For example, the cars can have their speed kept more or less constant by the driver or by an electronic controller.
But to those basic tasks, feedback controllers have added new functionalities. They generally take over supervision tasks. For instance, some car electronic systems can alert on a possible danger of collision. That is what one calls discrete event control.
Unfortunately, the two cases, continous and discrete control, are based on two different kinds of computing. The former is based on real number computing, the latter on boolean numbers, and each with completely different mathematical operations. Still they have to interact. So it is clearly needed to find a common standard, that is, common computing operations on common numbers.
Although software could help by putting both continous and discrete variables in boolean format (coded by 0 or 1), their mixture is clearly artificial. In fact it brings nothing to help the design. Basically, variables are of completely different meaning. So we must say that numerical technology fails to fill the gap here.
Control theory alone is made to do the job. For that, we must find some control laws that can combine continous and discrete variables into a single format with common operations. Fuzzy control [1] positively made the way towards a unified control by dropping the regular algebra of real numbers and instead by using logical rules of numerical calculus. We want to continue the work and propose a logical controler based on the mnesor calculus (mnesor controller). Its main advantage is to merge linear properties of vectors and boolean properties.
Again we see a number of reasons to apply this calculus to automatic controllers: full compatibility between discrete and continous control, minimized computing resources, linear control. All this makes it appropriate tools for hybrid systems and HMI systems.
We'll finish with the inverted pendulum example.
II. THE MIN-PLUS INTEGERS
The usual operations on integers are the addition ( 
But for the sake of simplicity they are respectively renamed addition and multiplication. 
numbers on the scale are given the lower position and we can write
shown graphically below: 
with four properties (see properties 1-2-3-4 below).
That's formally what defines a semimodule over the flat numbers. The elements are named mnesors and precisely flat mnesors. Furthermore, we add a unary function (
involutive,
compatible with the external multiplication,
Idempotence. We prove first that the addition of mnesors is idempotent
Ordering. The ordering is defined as follows: the mnesor PROOF. Obviously reflexive and transitive. Antisymmetric:
We prove next that for all 
IV. NUMBERS FOR QUALITATIVE REASONING
As far as the usual algebra holds, a number is without ambiguity either positive or negative. But if we now consider AI, its status is not that clear. It can be more or less positive, larger or not, more or less precise. Isn't 2,00 € more precise than two euros? Following an example from [1] , isn't the number € 1 less positive than the number 10? More generally, numbers appear with fuzzy qualities: being positive, negative, large, centered, precise, etc. We assume here that there exist two fuzzy sets, 
The conjugate of € PST is € NGT and vice-versa,
The sum of a mnesor inferior or equal to € x to the supplement of
Further rules can be deduced: 
We have to stabilize the pendulum around the vertical, that is, to keep both variables In details have a look at the diagram below. The error, rate and control signals are pictured below:
1,00 0,00 -1,00 -2,00 -3,00 -4,00 -5,00 -6,00 -7,00 -8,00 -9,00 -10,00 400 ms Theta signal (deg) Fuzzification (what we call real-to-mnesor conversion) seems more natural and defuzzification much more simple.
